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Other SGR activities include education work – including presentations to academics, 

peace campaigners, and students; articles in specialists media etc – and advocacy work 
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peace campaigners, and students; articles in specialists media etc – and advocacy work 

with SGR members and other campaign groups on issues related to military involvement 

in R&D

References: Langley (2005; 2006); Langley et al (2007; 2008); Langley and Parkinson 

(2009); Parkinson et al (2013)



• The British invented cordite – an important new explosive

• UK was a leader in naval technologies, e.g. deployed the groundbreaking Dreadnought 

battleship, invented the torpedo, and played a key role in submarine development

• UK invented and deployed the first modern tanks

Reference: Williams (1999)
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• UK military budget was $58 bn in 2012 – world’s 6th largest behind USA, China, Russia, 

Saudi Arabia, FranceSaudi Arabia, France

• UK military spending per person: more than 6 times that of China

• UK spending per person/ per unit GDP is much larger than EU average

• UK nuclear weapons stockpile being reduced to 180 warheads, each with the explosive 

power 8 times that of a Hiroshima bomb

• UK is home to world’s 3rd largest arms company – BAE Systems

• UK is 6th largest arms exporter behind USA, Russia, Germany, France, China

Main references: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (2014a; 2014b); 

Committees on Arms Export Controls (2011). 
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• Military equipment budget is ring-fenced from spending cuts while other military (and 

most civilian) spending is fallingmost civilian) spending is falling

Ministry of Defence (2014)
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Parkinson et al (2013)
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• Spending figures from DASA (2013) & BIS (2012) – R&D figures are 2008-11 average
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• Other areas of interest include missile systems, communications systems, warships, 

cyber-security, body armour, chemical/biological/radiological/nuclear defence, emerging cyber-security, body armour, chemical/biological/radiological/nuclear defence, emerging 

technologies etc

• These are minimum figures – 1/4 of MoD R&D spending not clearly documented at 

programme level

• In public relations, the ‘life-saving’ contribution of military R&D projects is often 

emphasised, e.g. soldier armour, although in practice this is a small proportion.
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• Classifications based on military/ academic literature – discussed further in Parkinson 

et al (2013)et al (2013)
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New facilities installed in recent years – details:

• Supercomputers (Blue Oak, Larch etc) – simulation of nuclear explosion
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• Supercomputers (Blue Oak, Larch etc) – simulation of nuclear explosion

• Orion Laser – small-scale simulation of nuclear detonation, e.g. fusion and boosting

• Materials testing laboratory – to study behaviour of nuclear weapons components

New joint research centres with France – as part of 2010 Teutates agreement

• Joint radiographic/ hydrodynamics facilities – Teutates EPURE at Valduc, France, and 

Teutates Technological Development Centre at AWE, UK

• Claimed not to be connected to development of new nuclear warheads, but major 

doubts remain, especially regarding whether they undermine the Nuclear Non-

proliferation Treaty and Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.

Sources: 

AWE annual reports and other related documents. http://www.awe.co.uk/ 

Parkinson et al (2013); Nicholls (2011)



UK situation

• Drones initially deployed for reconnaissance, but from 2007 the UK began deploying • Drones initially deployed for reconnaissance, but from 2007 the UK began deploying 

(US-made) armed ‘Predator’ drones in Afghanistan. By 31 October 2012, the RAF had 

carried out 349 drone strikes.

• UK collaboration with Israeli military and arms industry to deploy and develop drones

• BAE Systems developing two armed drones: Mantis and Taranis

• 10 UK universities, inc. York, involved in R&D on drones (FLAVIIR programme) – ran 

from 2001-06 leading to test flight in 2010

• Ethical issues – see later

Sources: Drone Wars UK (2012, 2012b); Langley et al (2008)

Photo: BAE Mantis (Mike Young)
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• Military R&D is spending by Ministry of Defence. 

• In the last year, health R&D spending has risen above military R&D for the first time on • In the last year, health R&D spending has risen above military R&D for the first time on 

record.

• Private R&D spending (by arms companies) is smaller and less certain – around a few 

hundred million pounds (Langley, 2005)

• Further analysis is given later

BIS (2012). Tables 2.4 & 2.2.
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Public funding of military R&D in 2010: comparison of six major nations in the OECD 

(OECD, 2012)(OECD, 2012)

Base year of 2005, purchasing power parity
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• Figures for total funding levels are very uncertain

• Government schemes run in conjunction with: Defence Science and Technology Labs 
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• Government schemes run in conjunction with: Defence Science and Technology Labs 

(DSTL); Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)

• References: Langley (2005); Langley et al (2007; 2008); Street and Beale (2007); 

Langley (2014)



A range of different factors have 

Total number of deaths:Total number of deaths:

• World War I – about 15 million (including indirect deaths)

• World War II – about 66 million (including indirect deaths)

• Iraq War – 162,000 (violent death only)

Sources: White (2010); IBC (2012). 
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• Kings College London study: analysis of 14,196 incidents involving 60,481 civilian 

deaths in Iraq 2003-08 (Hicks et al, 2009)deaths in Iraq 2003-08 (Hicks et al, 2009)

• Center for Naval Analyses study: analysis of air strikes in Afghanistan from mid-2010 to 

mid-2011, using classified military data (The Guardian, 2013)
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• Sustainable security R&D spending includes: international development and poverty 

alleviation, climate change impacts, sustainable energyalleviation, climate change impacts, sustainable energy

technologies, food security, international relations, natural resource management, 

biodiversity, environmental risks and hazards, sustainable

consumption and other measures to mitigate and adapt to climate change.
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Parkinson et al (2013)
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